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Last call for entries and first programme highlights 

 
Fantoche – Switzerland’s biggest animation film festival – will be held for the 14th time in 

Baden from 6 to 11 September 2016. Fantoche offers much more besides the International 

Competition, Swiss Competition and feature films. The festival takes a philosophical look at 

the conditions of human existence with its “Humanité Animée” programme whilst the Fantoche 

Industry Day transforms Baden into a national rendezvous for professionals from the fields of 

animation, interaction design, multimedia, advertising and game design. 

 
Culture reflects all aspects of human existence – worries and fears, joys and sorrows, highs and lows, 

successes and failures. Animation film makers have an important role to play in this reflection, a fact 

which is clearly highlighted by the “Humanité Animée” programme. Since every generation has its own 

way of coming to terms with these issues, the curators have chosen to focus on films from the 21st 

century – films which have been affected by the same social developments and political factors as 

they themselves. 

 
Festival director Annette Schindler comments:“It is important for us to highlight the philosophical 

scope of this topic while also emphasising humour and entertainment, thus establishing a programme 

which will leave a lasting impression on the audience.” 

 
Fantoche Industry Day 

The Industry Day brings together artistic and entrepreneurial creativity and acts as a national platform 

for the creation of animated films in Switzerland, both now and in the future. Fantoche is to become a 

national meeting place for professionals from the fields of animation, interaction design, multimedia, 

advertising and game design. 

 
The interdisciplinary symposium showcases national studios, international case studies and the most 

successful animation campaigns. In addition to this, it also offers excellent networking opportunities for 

professionals and newcomers. Contacts can be made for the future and key knowledge generated 

concerning everything from founding your own company to implementing an advertising campaign. 

 
Following the first successful edition of Industry Talk 2015, the podium discussions have been 

expanded into a day-long programme that satisfies the current needs of the animation industry. 
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Last chance 2016 for film submissions 

The festival programme gives centre stage to its three competitions – the International Competition, 

the Swiss Competition and the Kids Film Competition. The competitions are still open and film makers 

are encouraged to submit their animated films – each no longer than 40 minutes – by 31 May 2016. 

The experts in the selection group will search through all the submissions to find the films that exhibit 

strength and innovation, that can touch audiences emotionally and that perhaps flout conventions or 

push boundaries. 

 
The online application portal to submit a short animation film is now open at www.fantoche.ch. The 

closing date for registering is 31 May 2016.  

 
“Hors Concours” programme 

Further films will also be selected from the submissions and put together to form a “Hors Concours” 

programme, brand new this year. With this programme, Fantoche will extend the range of topical 

animated short films to add a colourful bouquet of stories and images that affect everyone. 

 
About Fantoche 

Fantoche is one of the world's leading festivals for animated films and is Switzerland’s largest and 

most prestigious cultural event devoted exclusively to animation in all its many thematic and technical 

facets. What once started life 21 years ago as a small yet promising project is now a crowd-puller and 

a meeting place for industry professionals from Switzerland and the rest of the world. The event also 

sees the general public converging upon Baden’s cinemas every September. 

 
Image material and further information 

The visual design for Fantoche 2016 is available to download from our website as a high-resolution 

image file: http://fantoche.ch/en/2016/downloads/picture-material 

 
For questions and contacts 

Adrian Erni, Press officer, presse@fantoche.ch, +41 (0)56 290 14 44 / +41 (0)79 464 64 59 
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Social Media: 

www.facebook.com/fantoche.ch 

twitter.com/fantoche_baden 

instagram.com/fantoche_festival 

www.youtube.com/user/FantocheAnimation 

vimeo.com/fantoche 

http://www.facebook.com/fantoche.ch

